
Geco .308 165g Hollow Point Cartridges
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16550-Geco-.308-165g-Hollow-Point-Cartridges

SKU Designation French Law Caliber Bullet type Energy (J) Speed (m/s) Pack. Grains MSRP

MGC7948 GECO .308 WIN type STAR C .308 Win  Star  3280  783  20  165  54.00 € incl. tax

Geco softpoint bullet

The legendary Geco softpoint bullet is suitable for almost any hunting situation.
It combines reliable behavior in the game body and has good ballistic efficiency. The thin wall of the
bullet combined with the malleable tip and a gradually increasing resistance make it possible to better
control the process of deformation even in the case of heavy game.

Geco plus bullet

The new Geco plus bullet is an accurate projectile designed using the latest technologies.
The Geco bonding technique is characterized by the extremely strong solder between the core and the
shell of the projectile. As a result, the Geco plus mushrooms with minimum fragmentation and have
excellent penetration in even heavy game or when hitting bone.
Visible breaking points on the tip of the shirt help control deformation and ensure bullet efficiency .

Geco express bullet

The Geco express provides a tight trajectory, high ball speed and fast energy transfer, all in a new and
unique geco design.
The simplified bullet shape combined with the new Geco express tip allows high precision shooting at
long distances without aiming point correction.

Geco tailmantel

Very versatile,
Fits most types of hunting
Precision
Speed
Instant effect
Penetration
preserved venison

Geco Star

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16550-Geco-.308-165g-Hollow-Point-Cartridges


lead-free expanding warhead
guaranteed expansion at all shooting distances
high clean precision and good venison preservation
maximum wounding power in the depth of the game body and shorter escape distance thanks to the
GECO COPPER CORE warhead

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


